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REPLY COMMENTS OF THE
COMPUTER & COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (CCIA)1
CCIA respectfully submits these reply comments in the above-referenced proceeding.2
CCIA supports the Commission’s effort to “seek input on potential opportunities for additional
flexible access—particularly for wireless services—in spectrum bands between 3.7 and 24
GHz.”3 The Commission has recently taken proactive steps to facilitate the deployment of low4
and high-band5 spectrum, so by focusing this proceeding on mid-band, the Commission will take
the next proactive step to enable wireless broadband deployments. CCIA supports the
Commission’s efforts through this NOI to find the most effective and efficient uses for mid-band
spectrum. Mid-band spectrum will be crucial to 5G investment and other deployments as it
provides better signal propagation and penetration than high-band while also providing greater
capacity than low-band. CCIA agrees that the “combination of favorable propagation
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characteristics of the mid-band frequencies . . . and the opportunity for additional channel
bandwidth . . . could make many of these mid-band frequencies well-suited for next-generation
wireless services.”6
Chairman Pai noted how Commission action on mid-band is critical to U.S. global
competitiveness: “As the world goes wireless, as consumers rely ever more heavily on their
mobile devices, we need to keep up – and that means in part looking at spectrum bands ‘in the
middle,’ where the FCC historically hasn’t focused.”7 The Commission correctly notes that
there is growing “international interest in identifying new frequency bands for wireless
broadband below the 24 GHz frequency range.”8 Many other countries and jurisdictions have
already begun processes for freeing up mid-band spectrum in anticipation of 5G: Australia,9
China,10 the European Union,11 Germany,12 Hong Kong,13 India,14 Ireland,15 Japan,16
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Singapore,17 South Korea,18 and the United Kingdom.19 Action on this NOI will help promote
deployment of 5G by U.S. carriers as well as other wireless broadband technologies, which will
ensure that U.S. consumers and businesses have broadband at faster speeds and lower latency. It
will also help U.S. equipment and chip makers compete in the global marketplace.
CCIA supports this NOI and the Commission’s efforts to promote the expeditious and
efficient of deployment of licensed and unlicensed uses of mid-band spectrum. The Commission
should promote flexible uses that will account for bands that have the best potential for speedy
deployment and investment. More specifically, CCIA encourages the Commission to issue an
NPRM that includes the pending petition for rulemaking on 12.2-12.7 GHz spectrum as well as
providing for flexible use the Conventional C-Band (3.7-4.2 GHz and 5.925-6.425 GHz).
I.

The Commission Should Include 12.2-12.7 GHz Spectrum in an NPRM.
The Commission has identified the 3.7-4.2 GHz, 5.925-6.425 GHz, and 6.425-7.125 GHz

bands as candidates for mobile broadband. However, the Commission should not confine its
review to just those mentioned bands.20 As Commissioner O’Rielly noted in the Spectrum
Frontiers proceeding, “the Commission needs to look even further and target additional
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bandwidth between 6 and 24 GHz and even in lower bands.”21 Last year, CCIA wrote to the
Commission in support of a petition for rulemaking to permit two-way mobile broadband in the
12.2-12.7 GHz band.22 That petition is still pending as the Commission has noted.23 CCIA urges
the Commission to act on it through an NPRM based on this NOI.
The Commission should seriously consider the significant potential of the 12.2-12.7 GHz
band for two-way mobile broadband. Currently, this block of spectrum is licensed for
Multichannel Video Distribution and Data Service (“MVDDS”). However, this band has been
underutilized due to regulatory restrictions and lack of equipment necessary to facilitate its use.
The rules prohibited two-way communications, including mobile service, and, as the MVDDS
5G Coalition noted in this proceeding, “[t]he FCC last addressed the technical rules governing
terrestrial use of the 12 GHz Band some fifteen years ago in 2002.”24 Indeed, as the MVDDS 5G
Coalition noted, “no NGSO FSS operator has used the 12 GHz Band since it was allocated for
NGSO use more than fifteen years, and no operational NGSO FSS system would be impacted by
elimination of this allocation”.25 Deployment is currently infeasible due to strict power limits,
and “MVDDS licensees must also conduct a survey of their proposed deployment area and
calculate whether proposed MVDDS transmissions would exceed the established EPFD for that
area, after taking into account terrain, building structure characteristics, and DBS subscriber
locations.”26
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The 12.2-12.7 GHz band has many characteristics that would make it suitable for twoway mobile communications and help carriers meet ever-increasing demands for broadband
traffic. For example, it is a large contiguous band of spectrum where “[e]ach licensee receives
one spectrum block of 500 megahertz per geographic area.”27 This would be ideally suited for
5G because it can facilitate high volumes of traffic in a certain area.
The Commission should ensure that 12.2-12.7 GHz spectrum is used more efficiently.
By updating the rules for the 12.2-12.7 GHz band and adopting a flexible regulatory framework,
the Commission could promote different use cases and the development of this band, which has
been underutilized. The Commission should solicit public comment, review its current rules that
are holding back technological innovation, and include the 12.2-12.7 GHz band in an NPRM
based on the comments from this NOI.
II.

The Commission Should Open the Conventional C-Band for Flexible Use.
The NOI teed up the 3.7-4.2 GHz band, asking how its rules “could be modified to

encourage the efficient use of spectrum resources.”28 The NOI primarily asked about “the
deployment of point-to-multipoint FS broadband services”29 and mobile broadband use in the
band.30 The 3.7-4.2 GHz band has generated great interest with extensive comments and
proposals from various parts of the industry for how it could be used more efficiently.31 In
27
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addition to these proposals, the Commission should conduct a thorough review of how spectrum
is being used in this band.32 This band has great potential, so the Commission should update its
rules, provide greater certainty, and promote the most efficient and effective means of facilitating
wireless broadband deployment.
Furthermore, in the uplink portion of this band (5.925–6.425 GHz), the Commission
should promote unlicensed use. This band is close to the existing unlicensed 5 GHz U-NII
bands, would promote the development of unlicensed technologies, and facilitate greater usage
and innovation by consumers and businesses. However, the Commission should be mindful of
harmful interference to existing users.
III.

Conclusion.
The global race to 5G is on. Many countries and jurisdictions around the world are

already updating their spectrum allocation rules so that 5G technologies can be deployed across
more frequencies. In the U.S., there is a need for additional spectrum to accommodate new
carrier deployments as well as other wireless broadband technologies. The Commission has
made recent progress on low and high-band spectrum, so CCIA applauds its efforts to seek
information on how it can find the most effective uses for mid-band spectrum. There is a great
need for licensed and unlicensed mid-band spectrum so consumers and businesses can enjoy
faster speeds and lower latency connections. CCIA encourages the Commission to move
forward with an NPRM to explore new uses for the 3.7-4.2 GHz band and promote unlicensed
use in the 5.925–6.425 GHz band. The Commission should also act on the MVDDS 5G
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Coalition’s petition for rulemaking to change the onerous and outdated rules for the 12.2-12.7
GHz band and promote two-way, mobile broadband data services.
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